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Acqua dell’Elba, the essence of the sea. Its uniqueness lies in making 

artifacts in the heart of the Tuscan Archipelago, using high quality raw 

materials inspired by the sea and the Island of Elba and working according 

to craftsmanship.

The Acqua dell’Elba business model is inspired by artisan workshops 

Renaissance, where the extraordinary manual skills of the master and of his 

pupils approached a natural propensity for beauty, a deep knowledge of 

the arts and culture and a strong attitude towards the creation of products 

that were both functional and rich of meanings.

Unique artifacts, as they are made according to artisanal techniques inspired 

by the unique context such as the Island of Elba.

Acqua dell’Elba is the authentic interpreter of sensations of the sea, through 7 

perfume lines (Essenza, Classica, Archipelago, Blue, Children, Sport, Essence 

of an Island). To these bath products are added (body creams, shower gels, 

shampoos, soaps, deodorants, cleaning wipes), products for room fragrances 

(room diffusers, home fragrances, fabrics fragrances, scented candles, 

scented plasters and ceramics), fabrics (beach towels, bathrobes, sarongs, 

bermuda shorts) and accessories (beach bags, beauty bags).

Acqua dell’Elba’s vision is to create beauty for people and the environment. 

Beauty conceived as the enhancement of all its forms: aesthetics, 

experiential, social and cultural.

Acqua dell’Elba’s mission is to create fragrances inspired by the beauty of 

the sea that satisfy the idea of people’s well-being , promoting at the same 

time a model of sustainable growth.
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An isolated cove. All around, nothing but the sea, the sun and 

that light sea breeze that carries delicate notes of sea salt. Inside 

us, our hearts, our lives, our journey.

TOP NOTES
Lemon notes, Tangerine 

and Rosemary

MIDDLE NOTES
Marine Algae

BASE NOTES
Mediterranean Woods

ACQUA
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SIZE PRODUCTS

40 ml / 1,35 fl. oz SHOWER GEL

SHAMPOO

CONDITIONER

BODY LOTION

Tube

25 g / 0,88 oz SOAPPaper Wrapped

PACKAGING

30 ml / 1 fl. oz SHOWER GEL 

SHAMPOO

CONDITIONER

BODY LOTION

Aluminium Tube

300 ml / 10,14 fl. oz
cm 6 x 21 h

SHOWER GEL

SHAMPOO

CONDITIONER

HAND & BODY CREAM

HAND WASH

Invisible Dispenser

ACQUA DELL’ELBA | ACQUA

W Y Z
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SIZE PRODUCTS

25 g / 0,88 oz

30 ml / 1 fl. oz

PLEAT WRAPPED SOAP

SHOWER GEL ALUMINIUM TUBE

SHAMPOO ALUMINIUM TUBE

CONDITIONER ALUMINIUM TUBE

BODY LOTION ALUMINIUM TUBE

Gift Set

PACKAGING

ACQUA DELL’ELBA | ACQUA
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